1. **Abstract**

Fast RI team aims at obtaining and accumulating the cross section data for long lived fission products (LLFPs) in order to explore the possibility of using accelerator for nuclear transmutation. LLFPs as nuclear waste have been generated continuously in nuclear power plants for wealth for human lives, while people noticed the way of disposal has not necessarily been established, especially after the Fukushima Daiichi power plant disaster. One of the ways to reduce the amount of LLFP or to recover them as recycled resources is nuclear transmutation technique.

RIBF facility has a property to generate such LLFP as a secondary beam and the beam species are identified by event by event. Utilizing the property, absolute values of the cross section of various reactions on LLFPs are measured and accumulated as a database.

2. **Major Research Subjects**

1. Measurement of reaction products by the interaction of LLFPs with proton, deuteron, and photon to explore candidate reactions for the transmutation of LLFPs.
2. Evaluation of the cross section data for the neutron induced reactions from the obtained data.

3. **Summary of Research Activity**

1. Acting as a collaboration hub on many groups which plan to take data using fast RI beams in RIBF facility.
2. Concentrating on taking data for proton and deuteron induced spallation reactions with inverse kinematics.
3. Accumulating the cross section data and evaluating them as evaluated nuclear data.
4. Evaluating cross section of neutron induced reaction on LLFP by collaborating with the nuclear model calculation and evaluation group.
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